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Neomounts offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date assortment of high-quality mounting solutions, according 
to the latest trends in the AV and IT market.

The products in the Neomounts by Newstar and premium Neomounts Select range are designed with an eye for 
detail quality, value for money and ease of installation. Our mission is that you always experience the best viewing 
and working position, resulting in optimal posture and maximum comfort whilst using your screen.

With over 25 years of experience, Neomounts offers the best mounting solutions for you and your customers. The
products are available worldwide through an extensive network of distributors and resellers in the Offi  ce, IT and 
AV channels.

We offer the best support for your business with:

> Local sales support
> Special bid price support for large projects
> Demo units
> Fast delivery
> 5 year warranty

We rise by lifting others

Neomounts
Information & support

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact us on telephone number 
+31(0)23-5478888 or email sales@neomounts.com.

www.neomounts.com

Neomounts is part of the Global Mounts Group; a partner-
ship of Neomounts and B-Tech AV Mounts with the most
extensive portfolio and worldwide distribution.

www.globalmountsgroup.com



• (Gas) spring assisted mounts
• Manual mounts
• Monitor stands
• Monitor risers

• Thin client mounts
• PC mounts
• Media player mounts

•  Ceiling projector mounts
•  Wall projector mounts

• Medical ceiling mounts
• Medical wall mounts
• Medical workstations

•  Ceiling mounts
•  Ceiling-to-floor mount

• Fixed floor stands
• Mobile floor stands
• Motorised floor stands
• Motorised wall mounts

• Laptop mounts
• Laptop stands
• Tablet mounts
• Tablet stands

The best support 
for AV & IT hardware

• Fixed wall mounts
• Tiltable wall mounts
• Full motion wall mounts
• Heavy-duty wall mounts

Wall mounts
The wall mount assortment includes various options to answer every 
need. There are several heavy-duty models with a unique extendable 
design, providing a wall mounting solution for displays from 55 to 110 
inch and max 160 kg. The majority of wall mounts offer easy install 
features and are specifi cally designed to give you the best experience 
possible; not only when using the mount, but also when installing it. 
The Select models include a magnetic pull & release system, spirit level,
fixing template and bolt box.

Projector mounts
Projector mounts are a great choice for an optimal viewing experience 
without using a TV screen. Neomounts offers various projector mounts, 
wall and ceiling, with tilt and swivel features and practical cable mana-
gement to hide the cables within the column and assure a nice and tidy 
appearance. Projector mounts are ideal for the use in offices, education, 
hospitals and at home.

• Pillar mounts
• Pole mounts
• Videobar mounts
• Speaker mounts

More products
The comprehensive assortiment of Neomounts offers additional 
mounting solutions, such as pillar and pole mounts, speaker and video-/
soundbar mounts and compact phone stands. The pillar mounts, for 
example, offer a practical solution for the installation of screens to 
columns (cylinder, square or rectangular), without affecting the struc-
ture. Videobar and speaker mounts offer a neat solution to install your 
device to the wall or above/below a screen. Neomounts offers a suitable 
solution for every situation.

Dedicated solutions
Neomounts developed several mounting solutions for the healthcare 
industry, including hospitals, dental practices and laboratories. The 
medical mounts are a great solution to save space or to create an 
efficient workplace. The mounts are height and depth adjustable and 
feature the versatile tilt and swivel technology.

Ceiling mounts
The single and double screen ceiling mounts offer a practical solution 
for both standard and suspended ceilings. The full motion models 
can be adjusted to the optimal viewing position and a nifty cable 
mana gement system conceals and routes cables from ceiling to 
screen. Additionally, the ceiling mounts can be adjusted in height.

Floor stands
Neomounts extensive range features a variety of collaboration solutions 
for modern meeting rooms, class rooms and public areas. The floor 
stands (fi xed or mobile) are a great solution for your displays. The 
trolleys are designed for mobile use, whereas the fixed floor stands 
and wall mounts are ideal when relocation is not needed. Both manual 
and motorised height adjustment models are available. Cables can be 
routed to the back of the mount for a clean and tidy appearance.

Laptop & tablet mounts
With a laptop stand or riser an ergonomic workspace can be easily 
created and neck and back complaints prevented. These mounting 
solutions are ideal for the use in offices, at home or while you are on the
move. Additionally, the various tablet mounts offer a practical solution 
for tablets in public areas, on countertop and more. Both the laptop 
stands and tablet mounts offer maximum functionality and viewing 
comfort for your device.

Desk mounts
With Neomounts comprehensive range of desk mounts, it is easy to 
create a comfortable and ergonomic workspace, wherever you want. 
Due to the diverse range of mounts, there is always a suitable solution 
available for every situation and any type of desk. Various models 
feature gas spring height adjustment, which make them ideal for i.e. 
hybrid workplaces. Desk mounts not only contribute to a healthy work -
space, they also ensure a clean desk without wires and cables, due to 
the cable management. 

•  Sit-stand workstations
•  Mobile workstations

Sit-stand & mobile workstations
Neomounts various mobile and sit-stand workstations allow you to 
create a fl exible workplace, wherever you like. A mobile workstation is
a mobile floor stand for monitor, keyboard, mouse and PC, enabling 
you to work in multiple rooms, either standing or sitting. The sit-stand 
workstations can be used on every tabletop and feature spring assisted 
height adjustment.

Neomounts
Product range

Thin client & PC mounts
The Neomounts assortment offers targeted solutions to mount your 
media player or thin client directly to a screen, a monitor arm or in 
between a mount and a screen. This does not only contribute to a clean 
working space, but also increases the lifetime of the device, since it is 
better protected against dust and dirt around. Additionally, Neomounts 
offers various PC mounts available, allowing you to place a desktop 
computer under a desk or on a wall. 


